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Description

[0001] The object of this invention is a tyre removal
tool for a tyre removing machine and a tyre changing
machine equipped with such a tool.
[0002] The invention relates to equipment for tyre serv-
ice specialists and, in particular, to tyre removing ma-
chines, that is, machines for removing tyres from wheel
rims.
[0003] Usually, these tyre removing machines are also
used to fit the tyre to the wheel rim.
[0004] In light of this, the invention also relates to tyre
changing machines for fitting and removing tyres to and
from the respective wheel rims.
[0005] Whatever the case, for brevity, the term "tyre
removing machine" will be used to also denote tyre
changing machines which can fit tyres in addition to re-
moving them.
[0006] The tyre removing machine comprises a rotary
support, also known as "turntable", for the wheel.
[0007] The tyre removing machine also comprises a
frame to which an arm is movably connected in order to
move towards and away from the wheel positioned on
the rotary support.
[0008] The tyre removing machine further comprises
a tyre removal tool connected to a free end of the arm.
More specifically, the tool has a first end which is con-
nected to the arm.
[0009] The removal tool has the form of a lever and is
adapted for insertion between the tyre bead and the edge
of the wheel rim to facilitate extraction of the bead from
the rim during removal of the tyre from the wheel rim.
[0010] It should be noted that even when the tyre is
being fitted to the rim, the tool (which for convenience
will nevertheless be referred to as "removal tool") is in-
serted between the tyre bead and the edge of the wheel
rim to facilitate insertion of the bead into the rim.
[0011] More specifically, the procedure commonly fol-
lowed to remove a tyre from a respective wheel rim is as
follows.
[0012] First of all, the tool is positioned near the tyre
bead. The tool is then inserted between the edge of the
wheel rim and the tyre bead by moving the tool towards
the wheel rim. This movement preferably occurs in a di-
rection parallel to the axis of the wheel rim, which corre-
sponds to the axis of the wheel.
[0013] At that position, the tool is moved in such a way
that a second end of it grasps a portion of the bead.
[0014] Next, the tyre bead is extracted from the wheel
rim by moving the tool away from the wheel rim. This
movement preferably occurs along a direction parallel to
the axis of the wheel rim itself.
[0015] Preferably, once the bead has passed the edge
of the wheel rim, the bead is moved towards the axis of
the wheel rim. This reduces the mechanical stress ap-
plied to the bead during the subsequent stages.
[0016] Next, the wheel rim is set in rotation about its
axis while keeping the bead out of the wheel rim.

[0017] When removing the tyre from the wheel rim (and
more generally speaking, when fitting and removing it),
the following are the three requirements to be met:

i) simplifying the operator’s work by reducing the ef-
fort required of, and the direct action to be taken by,
the operator;
ii) limiting the risk of damaging the tyre;
iii) avoiding damage to the wheel rim.

[0018] As regards the risk of damaging the tyre, the
need to reduce the mechanical stress applied to the tyre
bead when the bead is held in the extracted position has
been known for some time.
[0019] In light of this, several technical solutions have
been developed where the above mentioned operations
have been substantially automated with the aid of user-
operated actuators. Patent document EP1177920 in the
name of the same Applicant as this invention describes
an automatic tyre removing machine where the tool is
pivoted to the arm in such a way that it can oscillate be-
tween two or more operating positions.
[0020] In particular, when the tool is inserted between
the edge of the wheel rim and the tyre bead, the removal
tool is oriented in a first operating position relative to the
arm. When the bead is extracted from the rim, on the
other hand, the removal tool is oriented in a second op-
erating position relative to the arm (rotated relative to the
first operating position).
[0021] The rotation of the tool relative to the arm (from
the first operating position to the second and vice versa)
is carried out by an actuator, which the user must operate
at the right moment and which is designed to reduce the
mechanical stress the tyre bead is subjected to when it
is in the extracted position.
[0022] Further, also according to the teachings of
EP1177920, the second end of the removal tool (that is,
the free end) is hook shaped. This allows the tool to grasp
the tyre bead when the tool is inserted between the bead
and wheel rim.
[0023] This solution has three disadvantages, howev-
er.
[0024] A first disadvantage is due to the fact that in-
serting the hook-shaped tool between the edge of the
wheel rim and the tyre bead creates the risk of damage,
at least to the bead.
[0025] A second disadvantage is that the machine is
complex and although it allows the user to save physical
effort, it nevertheless requires a great deal of care and
skill of the user to control not only the movement of the
arm (and of the tool connected thereto) but also the move-
ment of the tool relative to the arm.
[0026] A third disadvantage is the complexity and high
cost of the tool drive system, which is made up of several
different parts.
[0027] Patent document EP1593533, in the name of
the same Applicant as this invention, is an example of
an improvement to the technical solution provided by pat-
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ent document EP1177920. In effect, EP1593533 propos-
es a technical solution where the tool is connected to the
arm by a kinematic mechanism (more specifically, a four-
bar linkage) which guides its movement according to a
predetermined path.
[0028] This simplifies the user’s task since there is no
need for combined operation of the actuator which moves
the arm (and the tool connected thereto) and the actuator
which moves the tool relative to the arm, and all the user
has to do is to operate an actuator which drives the tool
through the agency of the kinematic mechanism, thereby
obtaining a tool movement along a trajectory which re-
duces the mechanical stress applied to the bead when
the bead is being extracted and when it is in the extracted
position (during the subsequent step of rotating the wheel
rim). Nevertheless, patent EP1593533 still has the dis-
advantage of creating a significant risk of damaging the
tyre bead (and even the edge of the wheel rim) when the
hook-shaped tool is inserted between the rim edge and
the bead.
[0029] Another example of a tyre removing machine is
described in patent document EP1714807B1, which pro-
poses a technical solution which is a variation on the use
of a four-bar linkage for connecting the tool to the arm.
[0030] In a first embodiment, the tool (which is still an
elongate element having a hook-shaped end) is hinged
to a lever which is in turn hinged to the arm.
[0031] In this case, tool movement during the steps of
insertion and extraction is controlled by turning this lever.
[0032] In a second embodiment proposed by patent
EP1714807B1, the tool is pivoted to a slot formed on the
arm so as to be able to roto-translate relative to it.
[0033] Nevertheless, even patent EP1714807B1 has
the disadvantage of creating a significant risk of causing
damage to the tyre bead and certainly also to the edge
of the wheel rim (which the tool has to rest on) when the
hook-shaped tool is inserted between the rim edge and
the bead.
[0034] Patent document EP1459913 discloses a de-
vice for mounting and demounting tyre which has the
drawbacks mentioned above.
[0035] This invention has for an aim to provide a tyre
removal tool for a tyre removing machine and a tyre re-
moving machine that overcome the above mentioned dis-
advantages of the prior art.
[0036] More specifically, it is an aim of this invention
to provide a tyre removal tool for a tyre removing machine
and a tyre removing machine that reduce the risk of dam-
aging the tyre and the wheel rim without adversely af-
fecting the simplicity of the machine and its ease of use.
[0037] A further aim of the invention is to provide a tyre
removal tool for a tyre removing machine and a tyre re-
moving machine that are functionally effective and at
once simple in construction and inexpensive.
[0038] A yet further aim of the invention is to provide
a tyre removing machine that is particularly simple in con-
struction as well as easy to use.
[0039] These aims are fully achieved by the tyre re-

moval tool and the tyre removing machine according to
the invention as characterized in the appended claims.
[0040] More specifically, the invention relates to a tyre
removing machine comprising:

- a rotary support for the wheel, whereby the wheel
can be fixed to the rotary support;

- an arm which is movably connected to a frame (at a
first end of the arm itself);

- a removal tool connected to the arm (at a second
end of the arm itself). The tool has a first and a second
end. The first end is connectable to the arm. The
second end is a free end for interacting with the tyre.

[0041] More specifically, the invention relates to the
removal tool for extracting the tyre from the correspond-
ing wheel rim.
[0042] The tool comprises an elongate body having a
first end which is connectable to the arm (which supports
the removal tool itself) and a second free end. The first
and second ends of the body correspond to the first and
second ends of the tool.
[0043] According to the invention, the second end of
the tool has a fingernail (i.e. a member which is shaped
substantially as a fingernail, i.e. as a lug) which is mov-
able between a first operating configuration, where it
projects in cantilever fashion from the tool body to define
a hooked shape, and a second operating configuration,
where it is tucked in a lateral zone of the tool body, to
give the tool a hookless shape (that is to say, a substan-
tially tapered, or wedge-like, shape designed to facilitate,
or at least not to hinder, the insertion of the tool between
the tyre bead and the edge of the wheel rim).
[0044] This advantageously makes it possible to re-
duce significantly the risk of damaging the tyre and the
wheel rim when the tool is inserted between the tool and
the edge of the rim, without reducing the efficacy of the
removal tool in seizing (or grasping) the bead.
[0045] Quite the contrary, the fact that the second end
of the tool can be deformed from the second operating
configuration, where it is tapered, to the first operating
configuration, where it is hook shaped, and vice versa,
makes it advantageously possible to increase the size of
the portion (fingernail shaped member) positioned in can-
tilever fashion to form the hook shape (without the risk
of damaging the tyre or the wheel rim), thus further in-
creasing the efficacy of the tool in grasping the tyre bead.
[0046] It should be noted that the removal tool is con-
figured in such a way that when it is in the first operating
configuration, the body and the fingernail shaped mem-
ber form a seat, that is, a bracket (which forms the hooked
shape) designed to support and retain a portion of the
tyre bead abutting the surface (substantially L-shaped)
joining the fingernail shaped member to the tool body).
[0047] It should be noted that the removal tool is pref-
erably designed to also fit the tyre to the wheel rim.
[0048] It should be noted that the scope of this inven-
tion is not limited by the orientation of the axis of rotation
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of the machine’s rotary support, which may be vertical
relative to a supporting surface of the tyre removing ma-
chine itself (the solution typical of machines designed to
remove tyres from relatively small wheels) or horizontal
(the solution typical of machines designed to remove
tyres from large-sized wheels), or which may have any
other orientation.
[0049] It should be noted that the body of the removal
tool preferably has the form of a shaped rod.
[0050] Preferably, in the second operating configura-
tion, the fingernail shaped member is placed against the
tool body.
[0051] For example, in the second operating configu-
ration, the fingernail shaped member is folded onto the
tool body; or the fingernail shaped member is withdrawn
into the tool body.
[0052] Alternatively, in the second operating configu-
ration, the fingernail shaped member might also be po-
sitioned in such a way as to form an extension of the
second end of the tool body.
[0053] The removal tool preferably also comprises
movement means for moving the fingernail shaped mem-
ber from the first operating configuration to the second
and/or vice versa.
[0054] It should be noted that at least a part of the
movement means can be associated with the tyre remov-
ing machine (that is, that they are not necessarily mount-
ed on the tool or connected to the body of the removal
tool).
[0055] Generally speaking, the tyre removing machine
according to the invention comprises movement means
for moving the fingernail shaped member from the first
operating configuration to the second and/or vice versa.
[0056] The movement means can be embodied in sev-
eral different ways according to the invention: in partic-
ular, the movement means may be completely passive,
partly passive and partly active, or completely active. If
the movement means are active, they may comprise a
single-acting or a double-acting actuator.
[0057] For example, the movement means might com-
prise an elastic element (for example, a spring) operating
on the fingernail shaped member to force it into the first
operating configuration or into the second operating con-
figuration when there are no external forces applied to
the fingernail shaped member.
[0058] If the elastic element operates on the fingernail
shaped member to force it into the first operating config-
uration (where the tool is hook shaped), the movement
of the fingernail shaped member from the first operating
configuration to the second occurs by interaction of the
fingernail shaped member with the tyre when the tool is
inserted (between the tyre and the wheel rim).
[0059] Thus, in that case, when the second end of the
tool is fully inserted between the tyre bead and the wheel
rim (and is therefore no longer in contact with the tyre),
the fingernail shaped member automatically returns to
the first operating configuration under the action of the
elastic element. Therefore, in the subsequent extraction

step, the tool is hook shaped.
[0060] If the elastic element operates on the fingernail
shaped member to force it into the second operating con-
figuration (where the tool is tapered), the movement of
the fingernail shaped member from the second operating
configuration to the first occurs by interaction of the fin-
gernail shaped member with the tyre when the tool is
extracted, that is to say, when the tyre bead is grasped
by the tool.
[0061] In that case, the tool is preferably shaped in
such a way that, in the second operating configuration,
the supporting surface of the fingernail shaped member,
projecting from the tool body, faces in the opposite direc-
tion to the direction of tool insertion (that is, it faces the
side opposite the free end of the tool itself). In this case,
in the second operating configuration, the tool is wedge
shaped.
[0062] Thus, when the second end of the tool is posi-
tioned completely between one of the two tyre beads and
the wheel rim and is moved away from the other tyre
bead, the fingernail shaped member returns automati-
cally to the first operating configuration since the sup-
porting surface comes into contact with the tyre bead,
which forces it to move (open) against the action of the
elastic element.
[0063] In the above mentioned examples, the move-
ment means are passive since they comprise, preferably,
only the spring (that is, the elastic element).
[0064] The adjective "passive" referred to the move-
ment means indicates that the movement means operate
automatically in response to the external stresses applied
to the fingernail shaped member and do not need to be
activated (or rather they cannot be activated) directly by
the user with a remote control.
[0065] Alternatively (or in addition), the movement
means might comprise an actuator able to be remotely
operated by the user, for example a pneumatic actuator.
[0066] In this case, the movement means are at least
partly active.
[0067] If the actuator is a single-acting one (for exam-
ple a single-acting pneumatic actuator), it is operatively
connected to the fingernail shaped member to move it
into the first operating configuration or into the second
operating configuration.
[0068] If the actuator is a single-acting one, it prefera-
bly acts in conjunction with an elastic element (for exam-
ple like the one described in the above examples).
[0069] Alternatively, the actuator might be a double-
acting one (for example, a double-acting pneumatic ac-
tuator. In this case, the movement means are completely
active.
[0070] It should be noted that "single-acting actuator"
means an actuator which defines only one stable position
(of a control element, such as a piston for example)
whereas "double-acting actuator" means an actuator
which defines two stable positions (of a control element,
such as a piston for example).
[0071] It should be noted that the movement means
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by which the fingernail shaped member is moved (from
the first operating configuration to the second), might
comprise a shape memory material. For example, at least
part of the fingernail shaped member and at least part of
the tool body might be made of a shape memory material
(or a smart material).
[0072] It should also be noted that the fingernail
shaped member might also be movable between more
than two stable operating configurations.
[0073] Preferably, the fingernail shaped member (that
is, the tool portion which is movable to determine a re-
versible deformation of the tool from a tapered shape to
a hook shape and vice versa) is pivoted to the tool body
so as to rotate about an axis of rotation.
[0074] It should be noted that the tool body, or the end
portion of the tool body, is elongate along a longitudinal
axis.
[0075] In light of this, the fingernail shaped member is
preferably pivoted to the tool body so as to rotate about
an axis of rotation which is transversal to the longitudinal
axis (that is, an axis of rotation included in a plane per-
pendicular to the longitudinal axis).
[0076] Preferably, the fingernail shaped member is piv-
oted to the tool body at a portion of the tool body proximal
to the second end of the tool body (that is, the free end).
[0077] That way, the free end of the fingernail shaped
member (opposite the end of the fingernail shaped mem-
ber which is pivoted to the tool body) is proximal to the
first end of the tool body, when the fingernail shaped
member is in the second operating configuration (where
the fingernail shaped member is folded onto the tool
body) compared to the end of the fingernail shaped mem-
ber pivoted to the tool body which is, instead, further away
from the tool body when the fingernail shaped member
is in the second operating configuration.
[0078] In other words, when the fingernail shaped
member is in the second operating configuration, the end
of it hinged to the tool body and the free end portion of
the tool body (that is, the portion of the tool body furthest
from the first end which is connected to the arm) are
substantially aligned (along the axis of extension of the
tool body). In this configuration, the end of the fingernail
shaped member which is hinged to the tool body is pref-
erably interposed between the free end of the fingernail
shaped member itself and the end portion of the tool
body.
[0079] This has the advantage of hindering the pene-
tration of dirt in the gap between the fingernail shaped
member and the tool body. Another advantage is that it
makes the tool particularly suited to be controlled (with
reference to the movement from the first operating con-
figuration to the second) by passive movement means
(for example an ordinary spring, a magnet or the like) in
a totally automatic manner.
[0080] Preferably, the body of the removal tool com-
prises a contact surface against which the fingernail
shaped member abuts when it is in the first operating
configuration (where the fingernail shaped member

projects in cantilever fashion from the tool body).
[0081] This contact surface defines a stop, that is, a
mechanical constraint, which prevents further move-
ments of the fingernail shaped member away from the
first end of the tool. More specifically, the mechanical
constraint is configured to prevent further rotation of the
fingernail shaped member in an opening direction (the
opening direction is that in which the fingernail shaped
member rotates when passing from the second operating
configuration to the first operating configuration).
[0082] This has the advantage of making the tool par-
ticularly robust, increasing the ability of the fingernail
shaped member to support the mechanical stresses ap-
plied during extraction of the tyre bead.
[0083] According to another aspect of the invention,
attention is drawn to the following.
[0084] The removal tool is rotatably connected to the
corresponding arm of the tyre removing machine so as
to oscillate about an axis of rotation which is transversal
to the longitudinal direction of extension of the tool itself.
[0085] It should be noted that (when the fingernail
shaped member is in the first operating configuration)
the tool defines a portion (that is, the fingernail shaped
member) which projects in cantilever fashion from the
tool body. Thus, this cantilevered projecting portion (that
is, the fingernail shaped member) is oriented in a direction
which is transversal to the longitudinal direction of exten-
sion of the tool (more specifically, of the end portion of
the tool body).
[0086] In light of this, it should be noted that the axis
of rotation of the tool relative to the arm is perpendicular
to the longitudinal direction of extension of the tool and
to the transversal direction along which the cantilevered
projecting portion (that is, the fingernail shaped member)
is oriented.
[0087] More specifically, the removal tool is articulated
to the arm at a single hinge point.
[0088] This hinge point is fixed relative to the arm.
[0089] Between the second (hook shaped) end of the
tool and the hinge point, the tool does not have any other
articulations or hinges.
[0090] The removal tool is connected to the arm in such
a way that it can oscillate between at least a first and a
second operating position.
[0091] More specifically, the tool (the first end of the
tool) is connected to a second end of the arm, whilst a
first end of the arm is connected to a frame of the tyre
removing machine.
[0092] Operating between the removal tool and the
arm there are biasing means for forcing the tool to return
to the first operating position when there are no external
forces applied to the tool.
[0093] These biasing means comprise, for example,
an elastic element (such as a spring).
[0094] This invention therefore provides a removal de-
vice comprising:

- an arm which is connectable to a frame of a tyre
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removing machine;
- a removal tool articulated to the arm.

[0095] According to this second aspect of the inven-
tion, the removal tool is rotatably connected to the arm
at a single hinge point which is fixed relative to the arm,
so as to oscillate between a first operating position and
a second operating position. The device also comprises
elastic means operating on the tool in such a way as to
force it to move to the first operating position when there
are no external forces applied to the tool.
[0096] In light of this, it should be noted that the inven-
tion also provides a tyre removing machine comprising
the removal device, that is, a tyre removing machine com-
prising

- a rotary support for the wheel;
- an arm connected to a frame;
- a removal tool articulated to the arm,

where the removal tool is rotatably connected to the arm
at a single hinge point which is fixed relative to the arm,
so as to oscillate between a first operating position and
a second operating position; the device comprises elastic
means operating on the tool in such a way as to force it
to move to the first operating position when there are no
external forces applied to the tool.
[0097] An advantage of this technical solution is that
the tyre removing machine (and in particular the removal
device) which it provides is particularly simple in con-
struction and at the same time is able to reduce the me-
chanical stresses applied to the tyre bead during extrac-
tion, thereby simplifying the user’s task.
[0098] In effect, the tool is inserted between the tyre
bead and the wheel ream by simply operating on an ac-
tuator (for example, an actuator adapted to move the arm
relative to the frame).
[0099] The biasing means ensure that the tool is kept
in a correct position, without interfering with the edge of
the wheel rim and thus without the risk of damaging the
wheel rim. The biasing means also ensure that when the
tool is inserted between bead and rim, it is positioned
correctly relative to the bead and grasps the bead with
its hooked end.
[0100] When the tool is in the bead extraction position
(where the bead portion grasped by the removal tool is
distal, that is, away, from the other bead of the tyre) the
tension the bead itself is subjected to overcomes the re-
sistance of the biasing means, so that the tool is inclined
at an angle and automatically moves to the second op-
erating position.
[0101] In the second operating position, the bead is
located above the wheel rim but at a position close to the
wheel axis so that the mechanical stress it is subjected
to is reduced.
[0102] The advantage of the technical solution just de-
scribed lies in that fact that the operations described
above (with reference to the movements of the tool and

tyre bead) are performed without the intervention of the
operator, that is to say, automatically, and by means of
a device which is particularly simple in construction.
[0103] It should be noted that the second aspect of the
invention (regarding the fact that the tool is pivotally
mounted relative to the arm, with interposed biasing
means) is applicable to a tyre removing machine (or to
a removal device) regardless of whether or not the
hooked end of the tool is deformable (according to this
invention). In other words, the second aspect of the in-
vention is applicable both to a tyre removing machine (or
to a removal device) having a removal tool whose second
end is deformable (as described above) and to a tyre
removing machine (or to a removal device) having a re-
moval tool whose second end is not deformable (as in
the example illustrated in Figure 12).
[0104] As regards the operating position of the removal
tool, the following should be noted.
[0105] Preferably, the first operating position of the tool
is such that the tool is operatively oriented according to
an axis which is parallel to the axis of the wheel or inclined
at an angle towards the inside of the rim (that is, the tool
is oriented in such a way that the second end of the tool
is closer to the wheel axis than the first end of the self-
same tool).
[0106] The second operating position of the tool is such
that the tool is operatively oriented according to an axis
which is inclined at an angle towards the outside of the
rim (that is, the tool is oriented in such a way that the
second end of the tool is further from the wheel axis than
the first end of the selfsame tool).
[0107] It should also be noted that this aspect of the
invention is advantageously combined with the main as-
pect of the invention, and that is, the fact that the second
end of the tool is reversibly deformable from the first op-
erating configuration (hooked position) to the second op-
erating configuration (hookless, or tapered, position).
[0108] Indeed, combining the movement means of the
fingernail shaped member with the tool biasing means
makes the removal device (that is, the tyre removing ma-
chine) particularly simple in construction and easy to use,
and also minimizes the risks of damaging the tyre and
the wheel rim. Furthermore, this invention also provides
a method for removing a tyre from a respective wheel rim.
[0109] The method entails the use of a tyre removing
machine as described above, and more specifically, a
tyre removing machine comprising a rotary support for
the wheel, an arm having a first end which is movably
connected to a frame, and a removal tool having a first
end which is connected (preferably pivoted) to a second
end of the arm.
[0110] The method comprises the following steps:

- inserting at least a second end of the tool between
an edge of the wheel rim and a tyre bead (preferably
with the removal tool in a first operating position rel-
ative to the arm, by moving the arm towards the rim);

- extracting the tyre bead from the wheel rim (prefer-
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ably with the removal tool in a second operating po-
sition relative to the arm, by moving the arm away
from the rim);

- rotating the wheel rim about its axis while keeping
the arm in a position where the tyre bead is extracted
from the wheel rim.

[0111] According to the invention, between the step of
insertion and the step of extraction, the second end of
the tool is deformed from a second operating configura-
tion, where it is tapered, to a first operating configuration,
where it is hook shaped.
[0112] The expression "second end of the tool" means
the portion of the tool which abuts against the portion of
the bead which is grasped by the tool during the step of
extraction.
[0113] Preferably, the deformation of the second end
of the tool from the second operating configuration to the
first occurs automatically by interaction between the tool
and the tyre bead in the step of insertion or in the step
of extraction.
[0114] It should be noted that the first operating con-
figuration of the tool corresponds to the first operating
configuration of the fingernail shaped member and the
second operating configuration of the tool corresponds
to the second operating configuration of the fingernail
shaped member. Preferably, the tool is kept in the first
or in the second operating configuration by elastic
means.
[0115] Preferably, the movement of the removal tool
from the second operating configuration to the first occurs
automatically according to an interaction between the
second end of the tool and the tyre bead.
[0116] More specifically, the movement of the removal
tool from the second operating configuration to the first
occurs by effect of the force applied to the tool by the tyre
bead grasped by the tool itself (in the step of grasping
and extraction), or by effect of the tyre bead ceasing to
apply force on the tool (this force being applied in a di-
rection of closing the fingernail shaped member against
the action of the elastic means) during the step of insert-
ing the tool between the wheel rim and the tyre.
[0117] As regards the operating position of the removal
tool (relative to the wheel), the following applies.
[0118] Preferably, the tool is kept in the first operating
position by elastic means. Preferably, the movement of
the removal tool from the first operating position to the
second occurs automatically according to an interaction
between the second end of the tool and the tyre bead.
[0119] More specifically, the movement of the removal
tool from the first operating position to the second occurs
by effect of the force applied to the tool by the tyre bead
towards the axis of the wheel rim.
[0120] These and other features of the invention will
become more apparent from the following detailed de-
scription of a preferred, non-limiting embodiment of it,
with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which:

- Figure 1 schematically illustrates a tyre removing
machine according to this invention;

- Figure 2 illustrates a removal tool according to the
invention, in a first operating configuration;

- Figure 3 illustrates the tool of Figure 2 in a second
operating configuration;

- Figure 4 is a cross section of the tool of Figure 2
interacting with a wheel, in a preliminary positioning
step;

- Figure 5 illustrates the tool of Figure 4 in a step of
insertion;

- Figure 6 illustrates the tool of Figure 4 in a step of
grasping the bead;

- Figure 7 illustrates the tool of Figure 4 in a step of
extraction;

- Figure 8 illustrates an enlargement of the detail la-
belled A in Figure 6;

- Figure 9 illustrates the tool of Figure 4 in a step of
advanced extraction;

- Figure 10 illustrates the detail of Figure 9, according
to a variant embodiment;

- Figure 11 illustrates the detail of Figure 10, in an
enlarged view and with the tool in a different position
relative to the tyre;

[0121] The numeral 1 in the drawings denotes a tyre
removing machine according to this invention.
[0122] The tyre removing machine 1 comprises a
frame 2.
[0123] The tyre removing machine 1 comprises an arm
3 connected to the frame 2.
[0124] The tyre removing machine 1 also comprises a
rotary support 4 for a wheel 5.
[0125] The rotary support 4 is configured in such a way
as to allow the wheel 5 to be locked to the rotary support
4 itself.
[0126] The rotary support 4 is connected to a drive mo-
tor (not illustrated, of per se known type) to set the wheel
5 in rotation about its axis X.
[0127] The wheel 5 comprises a rim 6 and a tyre 7. It
should be noted that the axis X of the wheel 5 is also the
axis of rotation of the rim 6 of the wheel 5. In the example
illustrated in Figure 1, the rotary support 4 is configured
in such a way as to support the wheel 5 with the axis X
vertical (that is, perpendicular to the machine supporting
surface, or parallel to the direction of the weight force).
[0128] The rotary support 4 might, however, be con-
figured in such a way as to support the wheel 5 with the
axis X oriented in any way (for example, horizontal).
[0129] The arm 3 is movably coupled to the frame 2.
[0130] In the example illustrated, the arm 3 is movably
connected to a slider 8 which is slidable relative to a post
9 of the frame 2.
[0131] The tyre removing machine 1 also comprises a
removal tool 10 connected to the arm 3.
[0132] More specifically, the arm 3 has a first end 3a
connected to the frame 2 and a second end 3b connected
to the removal tool 10.
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[0133] More specifically, the removal tool 10 has a first
end 10a connected to the arm 3 (to the second end 3b
of the arm 3) and a second end 10b.
[0134] It should be noted that the tyre removing ma-
chine 1 might comprise further tools connected to the
frame 2, such as, for example, bead breakers 11. The
removal tool 10 comprises an elongate body 12.
[0135] More specifically, the body 12 is elongate along
a longitudinal direction L of principal extension of the body
12.
[0136] Also, preferably, the body 12 has a flattened
form. More specifically, the body 12 is flattened along a
direction M transversal to the longitudinal direction L, that
is to say, the body 12 is flattened substantially in a flat-
tening plane substantially parallel to the direction L,
meaning that the direction M is the direction perpendic-
ular to L included in the flattening plan
[0137] The body 12 has the form of a shaped rod.
[0138] Preferably, the body 12 is shaped in such a way
that the first end 12a and the second end 12b are offset
along a direction N, transversal to the longitudinal direc-
tion L. Preferably, the direction N is perpendicular to the
direction M along which the body 12 is flattened (that is,
the direction N is perpendicular to the flattening plane).
[0139] Preferably, the body 12 is shaped in such a way
as to define a double curvature (for example, an inflec-
tion.
[0140] In the example illustrated, the body 12 compris-
es:

- a first stretch, proximal to the first end 12a, located
along the longitudinal direction L (of principal exten-
sion of the body 12);

- a second stretch, proximal to the second end 12b,
located along the longitudinal direction L;

- a third stretch, intermediate between the first stretch
and the second and joining these stretches, and in-
clined at an angle to the first and second stretches
(that is, to the longitudinal direction L).

[0141] Preferably, therefore, the first and second
stretches are substantially parallel.
[0142] Preferably, the angle of inclination of the third
stretch of the body 12 relative to the first stretch is be-
tween 15 and 45 degrees and, more preferably, is ap-
proximately 30 degrees
[0143] According to the invention, the removal tool 10
has a fingernail shaped member 13 which is movable
between a first operating configuration, where it projects
in cantilever fashion from the body 12 to define a hooked
shape of the tool 10, and a second operating configura-
tion, where it is tucked in a lateral zone of the body 12,
to give the tool 10 a hookless shape, that is to say, a
substantially tapered shape.
[0144] The fingernail shaped member 13 is connected
to the second end 12b of the body 12, to define a hook
shaped end portion of the tool 10, adapted to seize
(grasp) and move (extract from the rim 6) a portion of a

bead 14 of the tyre 7.
[0145] The fingernail shaped member 13 is connected
to a face which is flattened (along the axis M) of the body
12 of the tool 10.
[0146] In light of this, it should be noted that the second
end 12b of the body 12 has two flattened opposite faces.
Of these faces, one is an inside face facing in a direction
towards the first end 12a of the body 12 (which, as men-
tioned above, is offset relative to the second end 12b
along a direction N), and one is an outside face facing in
a direction away from the first end 12a of the body 12
[0147] Preferably, the fingernail shaped member 13 is
connected to the first flattened face of the body 12 of the
tool 10.
[0148] Preferably, in the second operating configura-
tion, the fingernail shaped member 13 is placed against
the tool body 12.
[0149] Preferably, the fingernail shaped member 13
has a width (that is an extension along the direction M)
which is less than a width of the body 12 in a zone of the
body 12 (consisting of the second end 12b of the body
12, that is, consisting of the second stretch of the body
12 against which the fingernail shaped member 13 is
placed when in the second operating configuration.
[0150] Preferably, the body 12 defines a cavity 15 for
receiving at least part of the fingernail shaped member
13, when the fingernail shaped member 13 is in the sec-
ond operating configuration
[0151] The cavity is formed in the aforementioned zone
of the body 12 (consisting of the second end 12b of the
body 12, that is consisting of the second stretch of the
body 12).
[0152] That zone of the body 12 (where the cavity 15
is formed) is located on the first flattened face of the body
12 of the tool 10.
[0153] Preferably, the fingernail shaped member 13 is
pivoted to the body 12 to rotate about an axis of rotation Y.
[0154] The axis Y about which the fingernail shaped
member 13 rotates relative to the body 12 is perpendic-
ular to the longitudinal axis L along which the elongate
body 12 extends.
[0155] More specifically, the axis about which the fin-
gernail shaped member 13 rotates relative to the body
12 is parallel to the direction M, that is, it is included in
the flattening plane of the body 12.
[0156] The fingernail shaped member has a first end
13a, hinged to the body 12, and a free second end 13b.
[0157] Preferably, the fingernail shaped member 13 is
pivoted to the body 12 at a portion (of the body 12) distal
from the first end 12a of the body 12. On the other hand,
the free end 13b of the fingernail shaped member 13 is
relatively closer to the first end 12a of the body 12 than
the first end 13a which is hinged to the body 12, when
the fingernail shaped member 13 is in the second oper-
ating configuration.
[0158] Preferably, the tool body 12 comprises a contact
surface 16 against which the fingernail shaped member
13 abuts when it is in the first operating configuration.
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[0159] The contact surface 16 defines a mechanical
constraint which prevents movement of the fingernail
shaped member 13 away from the first end 10a of the
tool 10.
[0160] Preferably, the contact surface 16 is defined by
an end wall 17 of the tool body 12, located on the tip of
the second end 12b of the tool body 12.
[0161] The end wall 17 is substantially transversal to
the longitudinal direction L of extension of the body 12.
[0162] The first end 12a of the tool body 12 defines a
socket 18 for coupling to the arm 3.
[0163] The tyre removing machine 1 comprises move-
ment means for moving the fingernail shaped member
13 from the first operating configuration to the second
and/or vice versa.
[0164] Preferably, the removal tool 10 comprises
movement means for moving the fingernail shaped mem-
ber 13 from the first operating configuration to the second
and/or vice versa.
[0165] These movement means preferably comprise
a biasing element (for example, an elastic, or magnetic,
element) designed to force the fingernail shaped member
13 to move to the first operating configuration or to the
second operating configuration.
[0166] Preferably, the movement means comprise a
spring 19 interposed between the fingernail shaped
member 13 and the tool body 12.
[0167] In the example of Figure 2, the spring 19 is con-
figured to keep the fingernail shaped member 13 in the
first operating configuration when no external forces are
applied to the fingernail shaped member 13. In the ex-
ample of Figure 3, the spring 19 is configured to keep
the fingernail shaped member 13 in the second operating
configuration when no external forces are applied to the
fingernail shaped member 13.
[0168] The movement means might also (in variant
embodiments not illustrated) comprise an actuator
(pneumatic or electro-mechanical).
[0169] The tool 10 might also (in variant embodiments
not illustrated) be made at least partly of a smart material,
such as a shape memory material In light of this, this
material is configured to allow the tool 10 to be deformed
from a first operating configuration, where it has a hooked
shape, to a second operating configuration, where it has
a tapered (hookless) shape
[0170] Thus, generally speaking, the tool 10 is revers-
ibly (and preferably automatically) deformable from the
first operating configuration, where it has a hooked
shape, to the second operating configuration, where it
has a tapered (hookless) shape.
[0171] In light of this, the first operating configuration
of the tool 10 corresponds to the tool 10 with the fingernail
shaped member 13 in the first operating configuration,
whilst the second operating configuration of the tool 10
corresponds to the tool 10 with the fingernail shaped
member 13 in the second operating configuration.
[0172] Operatively, the fingernail shaped member 13
(that is, the hook shaped portion of the tool 10) faces in

a radial direction opposite to the axis X of the wheel 5.
[0173] The removal tool 10 might also be rigidly con-
nected to the arm 3 (an example of this solution is illus-
trated in Figure 9).
[0174] Preferably, the removal tool 10 is rotatably con-
nected to the arm 3 (an example of this solution is illus-
trated in Figures 10-11).
[0175] It should be noted that each of these two meth-
ods of connecting the tool 10 to the arm 3 is compatible
with all the other features described for this invention.
[0176] It should be noted that the assembly made up
of the arm 3 and the removal tool 10 connected thereto
constitutes a removal device 20 (for the tyre removing
machine 1, connectable to the frame 2 of the tyre remov-
ing machine 1 itself).
[0177] Preferably, the removal tool 10 is hinged to the
arm 3 at a single hinge point.
[0178] Preferably, this hinge point (between the re-
moval tool 10 and the arm 3) is fixed relative to the arm 3.
[0179] The kinematic connection between the removal
tool 10 and the arm 3 (that is, the hinge) is configured to
allow the tool 10 to oscillate between a first operating
position and a second operating position.
[0180] Preferably, the tyre removing machine 1 (that
is, the removal device 20) comprises biasing means act-
ing on the tool 10 to force it to move to the first operating
position when no external forces are applied to the tool
10. Thus, the biasing means are means for moving the
removal tool 10 relative to the arm 3.
[0181] More specifically, the biasing means comprise
a spring (or, alternatively, a magnet or similar means).
[0182] In the example illustrated, the tool 10 is pivoted
to the arm 3 at a pivot point 21.
[0183] The biasing means in the example illustrated,
comprise a presser element 22 (pusher) operating on a
protrusion 23 of the tool 10 located (at the first end 10a
of the tool) in such a way that the pivot 21 is interposed
between the protrusion 23 and the second end 10b of
the tool 10.
[0184] The pusher 22 (for example, a spring which
works by compression) applies a force in a direction away
from the second end 10b of the tool 10. Preferably, the
arm 3 is movable relative to the machine frame 2 to move
along a direction parallel to the axis X of the wheel 5,
which is mounted on the rotary support 4, and in a plane
perpendicular to that direction (by translation, rotation or
roto-translation in the selfsame plane). Operatively, the
tyre removing machine 1 according to the invention works
as described below.
[0185] First the wheel 5 is mounted on the rotary sup-
port 4.
[0186] In a preliminary positioning step, the arm 3 is
moved until the removal tool 10 is positioned near the
tyre 7 of the wheel 5, at a zone bordering on the edge 6a
of the rim 6 of the wheel 5 (for example at a distance of
1 or 2 centimetres from the edge 6a of the rim 6, meas-
ured radially).
[0187] The tool is then inserted between the edge 6a
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of the rim 6 and the bead 14 of the tyre 7.
[0188] In the step of insertion, the tool 10 is kept in the
first operating position (where it is parallel to the axis X
of the wheel or inclined at an angle towards the inside of
the rim 6.
[0189] The step of insertion comprises moving the tool
10 (by moving the arm 3) towards the wheel 5.
[0190] This movement preferably occurs along a direc-
tion parallel to the axis of the wheel.
[0191] Next, the tool 10 (that is, the arm 3) is moved
away from the wheel 5 (that is, away from the bead 14
opposite the bead which is interacting with the removal
tool 10).
[0192] This movement, too, preferably occurs along a
direction parallel to the axis of the wheel.
[0193] During this movement, when the second end
10b of the tool comes into contact with the bead 14, the
fingernail shaped member 13 is positioned in the first
operating configuration.
[0194] During the step of insertion, on the other hand,
the fingernail shaped member 13 is positioned in the sec-
ond operating configuration.
[0195] Preferably, the passage from the first operating
configuration to the second is automatic.
[0196] The passage occurs after the tool 10 has moved
towards the wheel 5 during the step of insertion, if the
first operating configuration is the only stable configura-
tion (in the absence of external forces). The passage
occurs when the tool 10 starts moving away from the
wheel 5 during the interaction with the bead 14 of the tyre
7 if the second operating configuration is the only stable
configuration (in the absence of external forces).
[0197] The interaction of the tool 10 with the bead 14
of the tyre 7 during the movement of the tool 10 away
from the wheel 5 causes the bead 14 to be grasped by
the second end 10b (hook shaped) of the tool 10.
[0198] After that, the tool 10 continues to move away
from the wheel 5, whilst a portion of the bead 14 is
grasped by the second end 10b (hook shaped) of the tool
10, until that portion of the bead 14 is in an extracted
position, that is, outside the rim 6, over the edge 6a of
the rim 6.
[0199] In this extracted position, the tool 10 moves au-
tomatically to a position close to the axis X of the rim.
[0200] In light of this, the tool 10 preferably moves au-
tomatically to a position where it is inclined at an angle
towards the outside of the rim 6 and, preferably, the arm
3 (that is, the first end 10a of the tool 10) moves towards
the axis of rotation X of the wheel 5, to contribute to re-
lieving the bead 14 of the mechanical stress applied to it.
[0201] As regards the position of the tool 10 close to
the wheel axis X (in order to relieve the stress from the
bead which has been grasped and extracted from the
rim), it should be noted that in the variant embodiment
where the removal tool 10 is rigidly connected to the arm
3 (as in the example illustrated in Figure 9), the tool 10
has a single operating position relative to the arm 3 (pref-
erably the tool is positioned parallel to the axis X of the

wheel 5, that is, of the rim 6).
[0202] Also, In light of this, it should be noted that dur-
ing removal (in particular, in the steps of insertion and
extraction) the tool 10 might be moved by moving the
tool 10 relative to the arm 3 without (necessarily) moving
the arm 3. In this case, the movement of the tool 10 and
of the arm 3 is accomplished as described in patent doc-
ument EP1593533, in the name of the same Applicant
as this invention.
[0203] After extracting the bead 14 (and positioning it
in the position where it is close to the axis X of the wheel
5), the rotary support 4 is operated in order to set the
wheel 5 in rotation about its axis X, until the bead 14
grasped by the tool 10 is extracted completely from the
rim 6.

Claims

1. A removal tool (10) for a tyre removing machine (1),
for taking off a tyre (7) from a respective wheel rim
(6), comprising an elongate body (12) and having a
first end (10a) which is connectable to a supporting
arm (3) and a second, hook-shaped end (10b) for
grasping a bead (14) of the tyre (7), characterized
in that the second end (10b) of the tool (10) has a
fingernail (13) which is movable between a first op-
erating configuration, where it projects in cantilever
fashion from the tool body (12) to define the hooked
shape, and a second operating configuration, where
it is tucked in a lateral zone of the tool body (12), to
give the tool (10) a hookless shape.

2. The removal tool (10) according to claim 1, wherein
the fingernail (13), when it is in the second operating
configuration, is placed against the tool body (12).

3. The removal tool (10) according to claim 2, wherein
the fingernail (13) has a width which is less than that
of a zone of the body (12) against which it is placed
when it is in the second operating configuration.

4. The removal tool (10) according to claim 2 or 3,
wherein the tool body (12) defines a cavity for re-
ceiving at least part of the fingernail (13) when the
latter is in the second operating configuration.

5. The removal tool (10) according to any of the pre-
ceding claims, comprising movement means for
moving the fingernail (13) from the first operating
configuration to the second and/or vice versa.

6. The removal tool (10) according to claim 5, wherein
the movement means comprise an elastic element
(19).

7. The removal tool (10) according to any of the pre-
ceding claims, wherein the fingernail (13) is pivoted
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to the tool body (12) to rotate about an axis of rotation
(Y).

8. The removal tool (10) according to claim 7, wherein
the fingernail (13) is pivoted to the tool body (12) at
a portion of the tool body (12) which is proximal to
the second end (12b) thereof, the free end of the
fingernail (13) being at a position which is distal from
the second end (12b) of the body tool (12) when the
fingernail (13) is in the second operating configura-
tion.

9. The removal tool (10) according to any of the pre-
ceding claims, wherein the tool body (12) comprises
a contact surface (16) against which the fingernail
(13) abuts when it is in the first operating configura-
tion, defining a mechanical constraint which pre-
vents movement of the fingernail (13) away from the
first end (10a) of the tool (10).

10. A tyre removing machine (1) comprising:

- a rotary support (4) for a wheel (5);
- an arm (3) having a first end (3a) which is mov-
ably connected to a frame (2);
- a removal tool (10) connected to a second end
(3b) of the arm (3), characterized in that the
removal tool (10) is a removal tool (10) according
to any of the preceding claims.

11. The tyre removing machine (1) according to claim
10, wherein the removal tool (10) is rotatably con-
nected to the arm (3) at a single hinge point which
is fixed relative to the arm (3), so as to oscillate be-
tween a first operating position and a second oper-
ating position, and comprising elastic biasing means
(22) operating on the tool (10) in such a way as to
force it to move to the first operating position when
there are no external forces applied to the tool (10).

12. A method for removing a tyre (7) from a correspond-
ing rim (6) of a wheel (5), using a tyre removing ma-
chine (1) equipped with a rotary support (4) for the
wheel (5), an arm (3) having a first end (3a) which
is movably connected to a frame (2), and a removal
tool (10) having a first end (10a) which is connected
to a second end (3b) of the arm (3), the method com-
prising the following steps:

- inserting at least a second end (10b) of the tool
(10) between an edge (6a) of the rim (6) and a
bead (14) of the tyre (7);
- extracting the bead (14) of the tyre (7) from the
rim (6);
- rotating the rim (6) about its axis (X) while keep-
ing the arm (3) in a position where the bead (14)
of the tyre (7) is extracted from the rim (6), char-
acterized in that between the step of insertion

and the step of extraction, the second end (10b)
of the tool (10) is deformed from a second op-
erating configuration, where it is tapered, to a
first operating configuration, where it is hook
shaped.

13. The method according to claim 12, wherein the de-
formation of the second end (10b) of the removal
tool (10) from the second operating configuration to
the first occurs automatically by interaction between
the tool (10) and the bead (14) of the tyre (7) in the
step of insertion or in the step of extraction.

14. The method according to claim 12 or 13, wherein the
removal tool (10) comprises an elongate body (12),
having a first end (12a) and a second end (12b) cor-
responding to the first end (10a) and the second end
(10b) of the tool (10), and a fingernail (13) pivoted
to the second end (12b) of the body (12), in such a
way as to be movable between a first operating con-
figuration, where it projects in cantilever fashion from
the tool body (12) to define the hooked shape, and
a second operating configuration, where it is folded
onto the body (12), to give the body (12) its hookless
shape.

15. The method according to any of the claims from 12
to 14, wherein the removal tool (10) is hinged to the
arm (3) to oscillate relative to it between a first op-
erating position, where the step of insertion is in
progress, and a second operating position, where
the step of extraction is in progress, and wherein the
tool (10) is kept in the first operating position by bi-
asing means (22), and wherein the movement of the
tool (10) from the first operating position to the sec-
ond occurs automatically by effect of a force applied
to the tool (10) by the tyre (7) bead (14) in the ex-
tracted position

Patentansprüche

1. Abziehwerkzeug (10) für eine Reifenabziehmaschi-
ne (1), um einen Reifen (7) von einer jeweiligen Rad-
felge (6) zu entfernen, umfassend einen verlänger-
ten Körper (12) und aufweisend ein erstes Ende
(10a), das mit einem Trägerarm (3) verbunden wer-
den kann, und ein zweites hakenförmiges Ende
(10b), um einen Wulst (14) des Reifens (7) zu grei-
fen, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das zweite En-
de (10b) des Werkzeugs (10) einen Fingernagel (13)
aufweist, der zwischen einer ersten Betriebskonfi-
guration, in der er auskragend aus dem Werkzeug-
körper (12) hervortritt, um die Hakenform zu bilden,
und einer zweiten Betriebskonfiguration, in der in ei-
ne seitliche Zone des Werkzeugkörpers (12) ge-
bracht wird, um dem Werkzeug (10) eine hakenlose
Form zu verleihen, bewegbar ist.
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2. Abziehwerkzeug (10) nach Anspruch 1, wobei der
Fingernagel (13) gegen den Werkzeugkörper (12)
positioniert wird, wenn er sich in der zweiten Be-
triebskonfiguration befindet.

3. Abziehwerkzeug (10) nach Anspruch 2, wobei der
Fingernagel (13) eine Breite aufweist, die geringer
ist als die einer Zone des Körpers (12), gegen die er
positioniert wird, wenn er sich in der zweiten Be-
triebskonfiguration befindet.

4. Abziehwerkzeug (10) nach Anspruch 2 oder 3, wobei
der Werkzeugkörper (12) einen Hohlraum definiert,
um mindestens einen Teil des Fingernagels (13) auf-
zunehmen, wenn dieser sich in der zweiten Betriebs-
konfiguration befindet.

5. Abziehwerkzeug (10) nach einem der vorhergehen-
den Ansprüche, umfassend Bewegungsmittel zum
Bewegen des Fingernagels (13) aus der ersten Be-
triebskonfiguration in die zweite und/oder umge-
kehrt.

6. Abziehwerkzeug (10) nach Anspruch 5, wobei die
Bewegungsmittel ein elastisches Element (19) um-
fassen.

7. Abziehwerkzeug (10) nach einem der vorhergehen-
den Ansprüche, wobei der Fingernagel (13) drehbar
am Abziehwerkzeug (12) gelagert ist, um sich um
eine Rotationsachse (Y) zu drehen.

8. Abziehwerkzeug (10) nach Anspruch 7, wobei der
Fingernagel (13) drehbar am Werkzeugkörper (12)
an einem Abschnitt des Werkzeugkörpers (12) ge-
lagert ist, der proximal zu seinem zweiten Ende (12b)
angeordnet ist, wobei sich das freie Ende des Fin-
gernagels (13) in einer Position befindet, die distal
vom zweiten Ende (12b) des Werkzeugkörpers (12)
gelegen ist, wenn sich der Fingernagel (13) in der
zweiten Betriebskonfiguration befindet.

9. Abziehwerkzeug (10) nach einem der vorhergehen-
den Ansprüche, wobei der Werkzeugkörper (12) ei-
ne Kontaktoberfläche (16) umfasst, an die der Fin-
gernagel (13) anschlägt, wenn er sich in der ersten
Betriebskonfiguration befindet, und eine mechani-
sche Hemmung definiert, die die Bewegung des Fin-
gernagels (13) wegführend vom ersten Ende (10a)
des Werkzeugs (10) verhindert.

10. Reifenabziehmaschine (1), umfassend:

- eine drehbare Lagerung (4) für ein Rad (5);
- einen Arm (3), aufweisend ein erstes Ende
(3a), das bewegbar mit einem Rahmen (2) ver-
bunden ist;
- ein Abziehwerkzeug (10), verbunden mit ei-

nem zweiten Ende (3b) des Arms (3), dadurch
gekennzeichnet, dass es sich beim Abzieh-
werkzeug (10) um ein Abziehwerkzeug (10)
nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche
handelt.

11. Reifenabziehmaschine (1) nach Anspruch 10, wobei
das Abziehwerkzeug (10) drehbar mit dem Arm (3)
an einem einzelnen Gelenkpunkt verbunden ist, der
relativ zum Arm (3) fixiert ist, sodass es zwischen
einer ersten Betriebsposition und einer zweiten Be-
triebsposition schwingt, und umfassend elastische
vorspannende Mittel (22), die auf das Werkzeug (10)
einwirken, sodass es gezwungen wird, sich in die
erste Betriebsposition zu bewegen, wenn keine ex-
ternen Kräfte auf das Werkzeug (10) einwirken.

12. Verfahren zum Abziehen eines Reifens (7) von einer
entsprechenden Felge (6) eines Rads (5) unter Nut-
zung einer Reifenabziehmaschine (1), ausgestattet
mit einer drehbaren Lagerung (4) für das Rad (5),
einem Arm (3), aufweisend ein erstes Ende (3a), das
bewegbar mit einem Rahmen (2) verbunden ist, und
einem Abziehwerkzeug (10), aufweisend ein erstes
Ende (10a), das mit einem zweiten Ende (3b) des
Arms (3) verbunden ist, wobei das Verfahren folgen-
de Schritte umfasst:

- Einsetzen von mindestens einem zweiten En-
de (10b) des Werkzeugs (10) zwischen einer
Kante (6a) der Felge (6) und einem Wulst (14)
des Reifens (7);
- Herausziehen des Wulsts (14) des Reifens (7)
aus der Felge (6);
- Drehen der Felge (6) um ihre Achse (X), wobei
der Arm (3) in einer Position beibehalten wird,
in der der Wulst (14) des Reifens (7) aus der
Felge (6) herausgezogen wird, dadurch ge-
kennzeichnet, dass zwischen dem Schritt des
Einsetzens und dem Schritt des Herausziehens
das zweite Ende (10b) des Werkzeugs (10) aus
einer zweiten Betriebskonfiguration, in der es
verjüngt ist, in eine erste Betriebskonfiguration
verformt wird, in der es hakenförmig ist.

13. Verfahren nach Anspruch 12, wobei die Verformung
des zweiten Endes (10b) des Abziehwerkzeugs (10)
von der zweiten Betriebskonfiguration in die erste
automatisch durch die Wechselwirkung zwischen
dem Werkzeug (10) und dem Wulst (14) des Reifens
(7) beim Schritt des Einsetzens oder beim Schritt
des Herausziehens stattfindet.

14. Verfahren nach Anspruch 12 oder 13, wobei das Ab-
ziehwerkzeug (10) einen verlängerten Körper (12)
umfasst, aufweisend ein erstes Ende (12a) und ein
zweites Ende (12b), entsprechend dem ersten Ende
(10a) und dem zweiten Ende (10b) des Werkzeugs
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(10), und einen Fingernagel (13), drehbar gelagert
am zweiten Ende (12b) des Körpers (12), sodass er
zwischen einer ersten Betriebskonfiguration, in der
er auskragend aus dem Werkzeugkörper (12) her-
vortritt, um die Hakenform zu bilden, und einer zwei-
ten Betriebskonfiguration, in der er am Körper (12)
geklappt wird, um dem Körper (12) seine hakenlose
Form zu verleihen, bewegbar ist.

15. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 12 bis 14, wo-
bei das Abziehwerkzeug (10) mittels eines Gelenks
am Arm (3) befestigt ist, um relativ dazu zwischen
einer ersten Betriebsposition, in der der Schritt des
Einsetzens stattfindet, und einer zweiten Betriebs-
position, in der der Schritt des Herausziehens statt-
findet, zu schwingen, und wobei das Werkzeug (10)
durch vorspannende Mittel (22) in seiner ersten Be-
triebsposition beibehalten wird und wobei die Bewe-
gung des Werkzeugs (10) von der ersten Betriebs-
position in die zweite automatisch durch die Wirkung
einer Kraft, die auf das Werkzeug (10) durch den
Wulst (14) des Reifens (7) in der herausgezogenen
Position einwirkt, stattfindet.

Revendications

1. Outil de démontage (10) destiné à une machine pour
démontage de pneumatique (1), servant à retirer un
pneumatique (7) d’une jante de roue correspondante
(6), comprenant un corps allongé (12) et disposant
d’une première extrémité (10a) pouvant être reliée
à un bras de support (3) et d’une seconde extrémité
en forme de crochet (10b) pour saisir un talon (14)
du pneumatique (7), caractérisé en ce que la se-
conde extrémité (10b) de l’outil (10) possède une
demi-lune (13) pouvant être mobile entre une pre-
mière configuration de fonctionnement, dans laquel-
le elle dépasse en porte-à-faux du corps d’outil (12)
pour définir la forme en crochet, et une seconde con-
figuration de fonctionnement, dans laquelle elle est
repliée dans une zone latérale du corps d’outil (12),
pour donner à l’outil (10) une forme sans crochet.

2. Outil de démontage (10) selon la revendication 1,
dans lequel la demi-lune (13) est placée contre le
corps d’outil (12) lorsqu’elle se trouve dans la secon-
de configuration de fonctionnement.

3. Outil de démontage (10) selon la revendication 2,
dans lequel la demi-lune (13) possède une largeur
étant inférieure à celle d’une zone du corps (12) con-
tre laquelle elle est placée lorsqu’elle se trouve dans
la seconde configuration de fonctionnement.

4. Outil de démontage (10) selon les revendications 2
ou 3, dans lequel le corps d’outil (12) définit une ca-
vité pour recevoir au moins une partie de la demi-

lune (13) lorsque cette dernière se trouve dans la
seconde configuration de fonctionnement.

5. Outil de démontage (10) selon l’une quelconque des
revendications précédentes, comprenant des
moyens de déplacement servant à déplacer la demi-
lune (13) de la première configuration de fonction-
nement à la seconde et/ou vice versa.

6. Outil de démontage (10) selon la revendication 5,
dans lequel les moyens de déplacement compren-
nent un élément élastique (19).

7. Outil de démontage (10) selon l’une quelconque des
revendications précédentes, dans lequel la demi-lu-
ne (13) est montée pivotante sur le corps d’outil (12)
pour tourner autour d’un axe de rotation (Y).

8. Outil de démontage (10) selon la revendication 7,
dans lequel la demi-lune (13) est montée pivotante
sur le corps d’outil (12) au niveau d’une portion du
corps d’outil (12) étant en position proximale par rap-
port à la seconde extrémité (12b), l’extrémité libre
de la demi-lune (13) se trouvant dans une position
étant distale de la seconde extrémité (12b) du corps
d’outil (12) lorsque la demi-lune (13) se trouve dans
la seconde configuration de fonctionnement.

9. Outil de démontage (10) selon l’une quelconque des
revendications précédentes, dans lequel le corps
d’outil (12) comprend une surface de contact (16)
contre laquelle la demi-lune (13) vient buter lors-
qu’elle se trouve dans la première configuration de
fonctionnement, définissant une contrainte mécani-
que empêchant l’éloignement de la demi-lune (13)
de la première extrémité (10a) de l’outil (10).

10. Machine pour démontage de pneumatique (1),
comprenant :

- un support rotatif (4) destiné à une roue (5) ;
- un bras (3) disposant d’une première extrémité
(3a) étant reliée de façon mobile à un châssis
(2) ;
- un outil de démontage (10) relié à une seconde
extrémité (3b) du bras (3), caractérisée en ce
que l’outil de démontage (10) est un outil de
démontage (10) selon l’une quelconque des re-
vendications précédentes.

11. Machine pour démontage de pneumatique (1) selon
la revendication 10, dans laquelle l’outil de démon-
tage (10) est relié de façon rotative au bras (3) au
niveau d’un unique point de charnière étant fixe par
rapport au bras (3), de manière à osciller entre une
première position de fonctionnement et une seconde
position de fonctionnement, et comprenant des
moyens de rappel élastiques (22) agissant sur l’outil
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(10) de manière à forcer son déplacement vers la
première position de fonctionnement lorsque aucu-
ne force extérieure n’est appliquée à l’outil (10).

12. Procédé destiné à démonter un pneumatique (7)
d’une jante correspondante (6) d’une roue (5), utili-
sant une machine pour démontage de pneumatique
(1) équipée d’un support rotatif (4) pour la roue (5),
un bras (3) ayant une première extrémité (3a) étant
reliée de façon mobile à un châssis (2) ainsi qu’un
outil de démontage (10) ayant une première extré-
mité (10a) étant reliée à une seconde extrémité (3b)
du bras (3), le procédé comprenant les étapes
suivantes :

- insérer au moins une seconde extrémité (10b)
de l’outil (10) entre un bord (6a) de la jante (6)
et un talon (14) du pneumatique (7) ;
- extraire le talon (14) du pneumatique (7) de la
jante (6) ;
- tourner la jante (6) autour de son axe (X) tout
en maintenant le bras (3) dans une position dans
laquelle le talon (14) du pneumatique (7) est ex-
trait de la jante (6), caractérisé en ce qu’entre
l’étape d’insertion et l’étape d’extraction, la se-
conde extrémité (10b) de l’outil (10) est défor-
mée d’une seconde configuration de fonction-
nement, dans laquelle elle est conique, à une
première configuration de fonctionnement dans
laquelle elle a une forme de crochet.

13. Procédé selon la revendication 12, dans lequel la
déformation de la seconde extrémité (10b) de l’outil
de démontage (10), de la seconde configuration de
fonctionnement à la première, se déroule automati-
quement du fait de l’interaction entre l’outil (10) et le
talon (14) du pneumatique (7) au cours de l’étape
d’insertion ou de l’étape d’extraction.

14. Procédé selon les revendications 12 ou 13, dans le-
quel l’outil de démontage (10) comprend un corps
allongé (12), ayant une première extrémité (12a) et
une seconde extrémité (12b) correspondant à la pre-
mière extrémité (10a) et à la seconde extrémité (10b)
de l’outil (10), ainsi qu’une demi-lune (13) montée
pivotante à la seconde extrémité (12b) du corps (12),
de manière à être mobile entre une première confi-
guration de fonctionnement, dans laquelle elle dé-
passe en porte-à-faux du corps d’outil (12) pour dé-
finir la forme de crochet, et une seconde configura-
tion de fonctionnement, dans laquelle elle est repliée
sur le corps (12), pour donner au corps (12) sa forme
sans crochet.

15. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications
de 12 à 14, dans lequel l’outil de démontage (10) est
monté articulé au bras (3) pour osciller par rapport
à celui-ci entre une première position de fonctionne-

ment, dans laquelle il se trouve dans l’étape d’inser-
tion, et une seconde position de fonctionnement,
dans laquelle il se trouve dans l’étape d’extraction,
et dans lequel l’outil (10) est maintenu dans la pre-
mière position de fonctionnement par des moyens
de rappel (22), et dans lequel le déplacement de
l’outil (10) de la première position de fonctionnement
à la seconde se déroule automatiquement sous l’ef-
fet d’une force appliquée sur l’outil (10) par le talon
(14) du pneumatique (7) dans la position d’extrac-
tion.
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